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Jeffrey Jacobs
Spanning more than 29 years, Jeffrey Jacobs’ career has focused 

exclusively on high-end architecture, architectural product and 

hospitality/resort photography. From large-scale projects to small 

intimate spaces, Jacobs’ artfully detailed and masterfully crafted 

three-dimensional lighting techniques are recognized

nationally and internationally.

Jacobs’ extensive experience includes all types of image 

production, from “bubble gum to Mack Trucks,” including food, 

large studio and elaborate location productions in addition to 

numerous television, music video and documentary motion 

picture presentations. In the early to mid-1980s, his responsibilities 

included Lighting Director, Gaffer, Best Boy Electric and Key Grip on 

several regional and local television commercials.

This extensive production experience has given Jacobs a 

unique insight into every aspect of image production, both 

still and motion, and enables him to explore the full range of 

possibilities ultimately bringing his or his clients’ vision to reality. 

He consistently provides his clients with unique and often 

unprecedented results using lighting approaches rarely considered 

or attempted by other professionals. He also knows when natural 

light and simple are the best choice.
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Learn from the best 
In this three day in-depth workshop, internationally acclaimed architectural photographer Jeffrey Jacobs 

will share extensive details of how he lights and captures the architectural images that have garnered 

recognition worldwide.  This workshop will be a mix of hands-on and classroom instruction. Learn the gear. 

Learn the software. Then join the Jacobs crew to participate in a full-on production shoot after the sun sets. 

After learning the advanced lighting and capture techniques on Friday night, the group will split into two 

teams for a lighting competition on Saturday - coached and judged by Jeffrey and the crew. This is one 

workshop that should not be missed!

 

Schedule

Equipment Requests
For your evaluation

• Digital Backs

• Technical Cameras

• Bodies and Lenses

• DSLR, accessories + more!

Expert Training
Workshop and Software

• Technical Cameras 

• Digital Backs

• Lighting Instruction

• Capture One Pro

All-Inclusive
Workshop tuition covers

• Lodging

• Meals and refreshments

• Equipment Loans

• Airport Transportation

Wednesday 9/18
Bootcamp (Optional)

Tuesday 9/17 Wednesday 9/18 Thursday 9/19
 

Morning 
Early Arrivals

 
Evening

Hardware & Software
Bootcamp with CI (Optional)

 
Morning

Hardware & Software
Bootcamp with CI (Optional)

 
Afternoon | Evening

Arrivals 
Workshop Begins | Dinner at 7:00

 
Morning

Capture One Pro Tethering 
with Capture Integration

 
Afternoon | Evening

Jeffrey Jacobs Seminar
Jeffrey’s Equipment 
Location Scouting

Friday 9/20 Saturday 9/21 Sunday 9/22

Morning
Attendee Slideshow & Critique 

 
Afternoon | Late night

Exterior Shoot with Jeffrey Jacobs

 
Morning

Post Production Workshop 
 

Afternoon | Evening
Lighting Competition 

with Jeffrey Jacobs

 
Morning

Breakfast & Awards
Workshop Ends 

 
Departures
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Kalispell, Montana 
Kalispell is the gateway to Glacier National Park. Kalispell is 
located 7 miles north of Flathead Lake, which is the largest 
natural freshwater lake in the continental United States west 
of the Mississippi River.

Airport ground Transportation will be arranged at no 
charge with capture integration 

Glacier Park International Airport (FCA) is the gateway
to the Glacier National Park, NW Montana and the
Canadian Rockies. Workshop attendees that would like
to visit the National Park will need to arrange individual 
rental car service.

Our Gear 
Upon securing your place in the workshop, 

Capture Integration will supply you with a 

worksheet. This worksheet is where you will let us 

know what equipment you will be bringing along 

with what your “wish list” will be on the trip. You 

may request equipment from any of our sponsor 

manufacturers. We will work hard to fulfill all 

requests based on the order they are received.

NEW
IQ260

What gear would you like to try? 
We supply the gear! Cameras and equipment will be supplied to anyone who attends 

and wants to test out a new system.
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Avalanche Ranch 
The luxurious Avalanche Ranch, nestled in the foothills

of the majestic Swan Mountain Range and located 

only 45 minutes from Glacier National Park, consists 

of a 17,000-square foot main lodge and 4 additional 

alpine-inspired guesthouses. The main lodge features a 

professional-grade kitchen, dining room for 14, great

room featuring a 27 foot-high ceiling, stately stone

fireplace, a library, an Old West-inspired billiards parlor,

card room and an executive-grade Theo Kalomirakis-

designed home theater.

Lodging 
The guest houses each have full baths, living rooms

and complete kitchens. Nestled in the foothills of the 

Swan Mountain Range, the Avalanche Ranch is conveniently 

located just 15 minutes from the village of Bigfork

and Flathead Lake. Avalanche Ranch is stately, inspiring

and magical, all year- round. The Ranch’s design was

inspired by the Holmenkollen Park Hotel in Oslo. Relax 

in the Big Sky air on the Estate’s numerous outdoor

sitting areas. 

CI Bootcamp 
Tuesday & Wednesday - Early Arrivals

Want to learn about Technical Cameras and become an 

expert in Capture One Pro? Here’s your chance for in-depth 

instruction on the tech camera workflow; along with the 

industry-leading software. The Capture Integration team 

is proud to host a Capture One Pro bootcamp course in 

the lodge’s home theater. Capture Integration is known 

throughout the world as the leading instructors of the

real world use of Capture One Pro.  

Add this special bootcamp workshop for just $299 

(lodging & meals included)
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Who’s Attending

Workshop Sponsors

Dave Gallagher
Capture Integration

Rob Baker
Capture Integration

Zac Henderson
Capture Integration
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What’s Included 
• 3 days of world class instruction
• 4 nights of luxury lodging
• interior and/or exterior shoots
• all meals during stay
• airport ground transportation

• hands-on training and instruction
• personal portfolio reviews
• extensive equipment available for  
  loan with on-site training*
    
* requires proper Certificate of Insurance

Sign Up
To learn more and reserve your space, 
please contact us today:

(phone) 877.217.9870 
(email) rob@captureintegration.com

Pricing
$2450 Workshop for 1; Single Occupancy

$3350 Workshop for 1 and guest

$299 Equipment Bootcamp (Tuesday & Wednesday) 

Reservations are first come - first serve. Workshop participants will receive priority room 
preferences. contact us today to learn more!

 

50% deposit is required to reserve your space; full payment is due by August 16.  
Any cancelled reservations will receive full store credit with Capture Integration.
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Weather September in Glacier National Park

Average High:  52° F | Average Low: 32° F

Fall colors have settled into the park - yellows, oranges and reds 

brilliantly light the landscape. You get the best of the park without 

the tourists. Wildlife is still very active.

©Jeffrey Jacobs

Avalanche Ranch 2012
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What the attendees are saying.... 
“Great people, photo geeking, and opportunities to try out gear I’ve always wanted to try; but haven’t 
had the local opportunities.”
- Martin Knowles |  Vancouver, B.C.

“The very first image, the absolute first image we worked on after the workshop was greeted by my client 
with a single word (a huge client of mine, that I’ve worked with for years) - “Spectacular”. We drew on 
Jeffrey’s techniques a lot to create that image. I’ve never done a seminar before, I learned how to use a 
camera in library books and chatting with professionals. I will do at least one every year from now on, 
and at least at this caliber. There are half-a-dozen techniques from the workshop from Jeffrey AND other 
attendees we immediately implemented. And they work, really work.”
- Alistair Tutton |  Kansas CIty, KS 

“Scratch whatever previous plans you might have and go to a workshop with Jeffrey Jacobs hosted by 
Capture Integration. The value received far outweighs the cost. Jeffrey is more than generous with his 
time and knowledge before, during, and after the workshop. He really wants to elevate the quality of 
photography out there and takes a personal interest in each person. The folks from CI are helpful and 
generous with their time and knowledge.”
- Susan Fleck |  Indianapolis, IN

Avalanche Ranch 2012


